
MOSS AND ALGAE CONTROL

MOBACTER          10kg                code  MOBA11
       20kg  code  MOBA10
5 - 5 - 20 + 3MgO 
Organic slow release fertiliser with an indirect action against moss, leaving no black 
debris - no raking, or staining on stonework or patio. Safe for children, animals 
and plants. Contains beneficial microorganisms. RHS approved.

RENOVATOR PRO                               25kg                 code  RENO

14 - 0 - 5 + 6% Ferrous Sulphate + MCPA + Mecoprop-P
35g/m²                                                                                                                      
Triple action, mini granular weed, feed and moss control.
Area treated by a 25kg bag:  714m²   

LANDSCAPER PRO                               15kg                 code  RENO02

14 - 0 - 5 + 6% Ferrous Sulphate + MCPA + Mecoprop-P
35g/m²                                                                                                                      
Triple action, mini granular weed, feed and moss control.
Area treated by a 15kg bag:  400m²

MELSTAR - IRON SULPHATE                     25kg                         code  MELS01

High Solubility Iron 19.5%            
Water soluble.
Used for moss control and quick greenup in lawns.

FERROMEX                                  10L  code  FERR09 
                                                              
Ferrous Sulphate                               100L/ha                                                                 
For moss control in amenity grass.

MO BACTER INSTANT      2L concentrate code  BIOP02

Mo Bacter Instant is a 100% natural liquid fertiliser for lawns with indirect action against moss. 
Reduces moss within 24 hours after application. 
It is certified for use in organic horticulture. 
Ideal to apply on lawns with moss infestation and before scarification. 2L treats 250m2
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FERROMEL-IRON SULPHATE               25kg  code  IRON08

19.5% Fe                                                                          
Used against moss and for quick green up in grass. Excellent solubility.

PRO CRYSTAL       4.09kg   code  PROC01

For eco-friendly algae control in ponds or enclosed expanses of water.
Improves the clarity of water and reduces unpleasant odours within days.
Supplied in 9 x 454g water soluble sachets for ease of application. 

MOGETON                                           0.75 kg  code  MOGO01

Quinoclamine                                             15g/5L of water                               
A selective moss killer for the control of moss and liverwort on trees and
ornamental shrubs. Also for control of moss on managed amenity turf.

MMC-PRO      5L  code  MMCP

Multisurface Mould Cleaner     Dilute from 1:4 - 1:9                          
For all exterior hard surfaces eg. brickwork, masonry, driveways and
synthetic sport surfaces. Kills mould, algae and moss.


